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Il sollievo del vento e il conforto dell’ombra
Matteo Vercelloni
Il Liceo Schorge, finanziato dallo Stern 
Stewart Institute di Monaco di Baviera, sorge 
a koudougou, la terza città più popolata del 
Burkina Faso, con lo scopo di impostare un 
nuovo livello di eccellenza scolastica nella 
regione. Il progetto calato nello sprawl degli 
insediamenti a macchia di leopardo di questo 
margine urbano tra città e campagna, ne segue 
la morfologia, caratterizzata da raggruppamenti 
di piccole costruzioni poste a formare una corte 
circolare irregolare centrale. una pratica dettata 
anzitutto dalle condizioni climatiche; i volumi 
abitabili, posti l’uno di fianco all’altro, creano 
una cortina compatta che protegge la corte –
spazio comune d’incontro ove svolgere anche 
mansioni domestiche– dalla polvere alzata  
dal caldo vento africano.
Il Liceo Schorge, dal punto di vista 
architettonico, è parte della ricerca che diébédo 
Francis kéré, orginario del Burkina Faso e oggi 
con studio a Berlino, conduce da tempo per 
fondare nel suo Paese una pratica progettuale 
capace di creare edifici a basso costo in grado  
di unire alla consapevolezza del contemporaneo 
lo sforzo di confrontarsi con le condizioni 
climatiche e paesaggistiche del luogo, 
sperimentando in chiave innovativa tecniche 
costruttive e materiali locali. Il progetto del 
Liceo è composto da nove moduli affiancati tra 
loro a delineare una forma circolare che lascia 
un varco libero e una zona porticata di accesso 
verso la corte centrale. I moduli, uguali tra loro 
per dimensione e figura, accolgono sette aule 
didattiche, gli uffici amministrativi e una clinica 
dentale. ogni volume che compone per 
sommatoria l’organismo architettonico  
è costruito con mattoni ricavati dalla laterite, 
una formazione di superficie locale, ricca di 
ferro e alluminio, che estratta dal suolo, una 
volta modellata e lasciata al sole, si solidifica 
maggiormente garantendo ottime prestazioni 
dal punto di vista della tenuta termica e della 
compressione. Le pareti così ottenute, coronate 
da una trave in calcestruzzo di chiusura, sono 
sormontate da un soffitto ondulato bianco, 
composto da un impasto di fibra di gesso, 
paglia e malta cementizia, segnato da tagli 
longitudinali in grado di catturare ed espellere 
verso l’alto l’aria calda stagnante di ogni spazio. 
Il soffitto bianco risponde allo stesso tempo alla 
funzione di schermo riflettente la forte luce del 
giorno, già peraltro schermata dalle persiane 
colorate che scandiscono il ritmo dei fronti 
interni. Insieme alle fessure del soffitto ogni 
aula è corredata da una torre eolica che supera 
il colmo della copertura esterna metallica 
rifrangente, concorrendo alla ventilazione 
naturale di ogni ambiente, caratterizzando  
in modo convincente il disegno dell’architettura 
complessiva. Sempre al fine di garantire un 
attento controllo climatico naturale agli 
ambienti, il progetto ha previsto 
un’intercapedine ventilata tra soffitto ondulato 
e copertura metallica, ottenuta con un sistema 
di leggere travi metalliche reticolari, estesa in 
aggetto rispetto al profilo dei volumi costruiti, 
per creare, così, ampie zone d’ombra continue 
all’intorno di ogni blocco. La copertura 
metallica di acciaio ondulato funge da elemento 
unificante i diversi blocchi che, anche  
kéré architecture
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1 
vista a volo d’uccello dell’edificio 
del Liceo, la copertura di acciaio 
riflette i raggi solari 
collaborando al sistema di 
climatizzazione naturale
bird’s-eye view of the Lycée; 
the steel roof reflects 
sunlight, contributing to the 
natural climate control 
system
1
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4 
esploso assonometrico dei 
diversi layer di progetto: tetto 
metallico di acciaio – 
schermatura esterna di legno  
di eucalipto – torri eoliche di 
estrazione – classi con soffitti  
a volte – basamento di 
fondazione di calcestruzzo
exploded axonometric of the 
various project layers: steel 
roof – outer eucalyptus screen 
– wind extraction towers – 
classrooms with vaulted 
ceilings – concrete 
foundation
5 
pianta del piano terra, fronte 
esterno, sezione trasversale 
della clinica dentale e sezione 
trasversale di un’aula tipo
ground floor plan, external 
facade, cross-section of the 
dental clinic and cross-
section of a standard 
classroom
2 
esploso assonometrico che 
evidenzia il sistema di 
ventilazione naturale di ogni 
modulo architettonico
exploded axonometric 
showing the natural 
ventilation system of each 
architectural module
3 
esploso assonometrico  
di un’aula tipo 
exploded axonometric  
of a standard classroom
dati del progetto
progetto
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progettisti
diébédo Francis kéré, 
dominique Mayer, Jin-Gul 
david Jun
collaboratori 
diego Sologuren Martin, 
Jaime Herraiz Martinez, 
Marta Migliorini, Blake 
Villwock, adriana arteaga, 
Johanna Lehmann
impresa
association dolai
committente e proprietario
Stern Stewart Institute  
& Friends
costi
€ 700.000 costo totale  
del progetto
€ 450.000 costo totale 
dell’edificio
dati dimensionali
1.660 mq superficie lorda
cronologia
agosto 2016: conclusione 
lavori
localizzazione
koudougou, Burkina Faso, 
africa
fotografie
Iwan Baan
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se autonomi e compiuti, diventano parte  
di un organismo unitario. In tale vettorialità, 
voluta fortemente dalla filosofia di approccio 
progettuale, verso l’esterno l’ampia fascia  
in ombra è avvolta da uno schermo leggero  
e continuo composto di rami di eucalipto  
(in genere impiegati per ponteggi o legna  
da ardere) che, come un immobile gioco  
di Shanghai a scala architettonica, 
caratterizza fortemente tutto il fronte rivolto 
verso la campagna pianeggiante, creando un 
portico-galleria ombreggiato segnato da un 
inconsueto quanto riuscito brise-soleil ad 
andamento verticale irregolare. Il fronte verso 
la corte alterna invece il colore rosso mattone 
naturale della pietra laterite alle persiane 
lignee di colori accesi, verde, giallo, blu, 
simili alle tinte forti dei vestiti tradizionali 
locali. Le quinte colorate si estendono in 
modo verticale sino al colmo della trave di 
coronamento, in corrispondenza delle volte  
a vista del soffitto ondulato che supera con 
ritmo regolare l’altezza delle pareti. I fronti 
sono così cadenzati in modo armonico; in 
corrispondenza dei tagli colorati costituiti 
dalla sequenza delle persiane si sviluppano 
degli arredi esterni fissi pensati a volte come 
loro diretta estensione, con i listelli lignei 
chiamati a formare delle sedute; altre volte 
con sedie di cemento dallo schienale 
composto da rami di eucalipto recuperati 
dalla lavorazione dello schermo esterno.  
al fine di ottimizzare l’impiego del materiale 
trasportato in sito per il cantiere, anche gli 
arredi delle classi scolastiche sono stati 
costruiti con materiali di scarto avanzati dalle 
travi di copertura e con legni locali per i piani 
di appoggio. L’architettura così ottenuta 
propone una sorta di autonoma condizione 
di “villaggio” e la corte centrale intende 
offrirsi come spazio collettivo a livello 
territoriale, per incontri, feste e celebrazioni 
organizzati dalla scuola, ma anche dalla 
comunità nel suo complesso, chiamata  
a riconoscersi in questa nuova inclusiva 
costruzione.
scala 1/350
scala 1/350
scala 1/350
scala 1/350
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6
vista del Liceo all’imbrunire; 
esternamente un fitto schermo 
composto da rami di eucalipto 
protegge il portico che si 
sviluppa tutt’intorno alle aule. 
dalla copertura emergono le 
nove torri eoliche dedicate ad 
ogni ambiente
view of the Lycée at twilight; 
outside, a dense screen of 
eucalyptus branches protects 
the portico that extends 
around the classrooms. The 
nine wind towers for all the 
spaces rise from the roof
7
vista della corte interna 
attrezzata con panche in 
cemento e piccoli alberi,  
dal portico di accesso e verso 
l’ingresso principale
view of the inner court 
equipped with concrete 
benches and small trees, 
from the access portico  
and towards the main 
entrance
8
vista dell’ingresso  
alla corte interna
view of the entrance  
to the inner court
kéré architecture
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Tra Gando  
e Berlino 
Camillo Magni conversa 
con Francis Kéré
delle piogge senza danni. Invece le 
mie costruzioni dureranno apparen-
temente per sempre e non hanno bi-
sogno di alcuna manutenzione. Poi 
all’interno fa fresco… Certo hanno 
un aspetto diverso, ma è comunque 
accattivante. Inoltre per loro sono 
una fonte di ispirazione. L’emozione 
è dilagata in tutto il Paese, la gente 
mi contatta perché vuole far studiare 
architettura ai propri figli.
CM 
Lei dedica anche molto tempo alla didattica 
nell’Università di Mendrisio. A quale tipo di 
progetti lavorate? E come reagiscono gli stu-
denti al suo approccio all’architettura?
FK
di solito i progetti ruotano intorno 
all’africa, ma gli argomenti che af-
frontiamo possono essere applica-
ti anche ad altre parti del mondo. di 
recente abbiamo lavorato a progetti 
per le regioni italiane colpite dai ter-
ribili terremoti. Gli studenti devono 
imparare che l’architettura può ser-
vire a più obiettivi, che un’architet-
tura semplice ma utile e di qualità è 
sempre necessaria.
CM 
Negli ultimi dieci anni l’attenzione dei me-
dia è cambiata. Architetti come lei, Anna 
Heringer, Giancarlo Mazzanti, Tam asso-
ciati, Emilio Caravatti e molti altri hanno 
goduto di una grande visibilità che ha rag-
giunto il suo culmine con la Biennale di Ve-
nezia del 2016. Cosa ne pensa? Quale effet-
to ha avuto su di lei? 
FK
Ha rafforzato l’idea che l’architettu-
ra, soprattutto in luoghi come il Sud 
del Mondo, deve fornire più di un 
semplice riparo. dovrebbe essere un 
motore per lo sviluppo. Questo mi 
spinge a continuare a lottare per i 
miei progetti.
CM 
Lei è stato selezionato per progettare il 
prossimo Serpentine Pavilion di Londra. 
Può parlarcene?
FK
Il progetto ha uno stile africano e 
si ispira al mondo naturale. Si può 
descrivere come una grande tenda 
circolare simile alla chioma di 
un enorme albero con un buco al 
centro. L’inclinazione verso il foro 
centrale crea una sorta di imbuto che 
raccoglie l’acqua piovana, l’elemen-
to più essenziale per la vita. Le mas-
sicce pareti di legno sono costituite 
da elementi triangolari posti l’uno 
sull’altro come mattoni. di notte la 
chioma e l’intero padiglione brille-
ranno. Sarà come il fuoco nel mio 
villaggio: il centro intorno al quale 
ci si raduna per svolgere varie atti-
vità. Sono molto grato alla Serpenti-
ne Gallery per avermi dato l’oppor-
tunità di lavorare a un progetto così 
sperimentale coinvolgendo i miglio-
ri professionisti. Ho voluto usare 
questo progetto per sfruttare al mas-
simo le potenzialità della tecnolo-
gia: per esempio abbiamo creato una 
struttura con un aggetto di 10 metri, 
quasi vola!
CM 
Un’ultima domanda: come vede il suo futu-
ro professionale?
FK
Spero di continuare ad avere lo 
stesso atteggiamento aperto e curio-
so anche per i progetti futuri. Inol-
tre voglio conservare la libertà di fare 
architettura nel mio villaggio, indi-
pendentemente da ciò che accadrà. 
Creare progetti sani e buoni per il 
mio Paese mi ha portato dove sono, 
mi ha aiutato a capire che posso con-
tribuire a qualcosa di globale, che va 
oltre la mia comunità.
però sì, questo approccio è facilmente 
adattabile a diverse parti dell’africa. 
applicarlo in occidente, dove esiste 
una lunga tradizione edilizia, può ri-
sultare complicato ma è ancora pos-
sibile. È difficile, ma l’architettura è 
anche questo. 
CM 
Preparando questa intervista in redazione 
abbiamo confrontato il suo lavoro a Gando 
con quello di Luigi Snozzi a Monte Carasso. 
Entrambi avete lavorato per un lungo perio-
do nello stesso luogo realizzando più edifici 
e trasmettendo la vostra passione per il con-
testo. Il suo approccio progettuale al sito è 
cambiato col tempo? E se sì, in che modo?
FK
Luigi Snozzi è un grande architetto 
e il paragone mi onora, è un pionie-
re dell’architettura europea, un pen-
satore visionario e un vero maestro. 
Per quanto riguarda il mio approc-
cio, penso sia cambiato in meglio. 
anche se può sembrare un contesto 
semplice, ha avuto un forte impat-
to nella vita quotidiana delle perso-
ne del mio Paese, dove l’architettura 
è considerata appannaggio del gover-
no o delle grandi aziende. Questo mi 
conferma che introdurre nuove idee è 
fondamentale per ispirare la gente a 
cambiare e io prendo molto sul serio 
questo compito, perché so che può 
essere un forte contributo alla discus-
sione globale sull’architettura.
CM 
È evidente che il mondo dell’architettura 
ha un’alta considerazione del suo lavoro, 
ma cosa ne pensano gli abitanti di Gando? 
Si rendono conto della qualità di ciò che 
hanno di fronte?
FK
oh sì, l’adorano! Per loro è qualcosa 
di magico... di solito le pareti d’argil-
la non resistono a un’intera stagione 
Francis kéré rappresenta sotto molti 
punti di vista una nuova e originale in-
terpretazione della globalizzazione 
nell’architettura contemporanea. non 
esistono solo le grandi firme dell’archi-
tettura che esportano il proprio know-
how in più parti del globo. esiste anche 
una forma di contaminazione proget-
tuale che trae linfa vitale dalla specifi-
cità dei luoghi e, al tempo stesso, dalla 
possibilità di operare in contesti lonta-
nissimi tra loro. 
Francis kéré nasce in Burkina Faso in 
un piccolo villaggio di nome Gando, si 
sposta per gli studi in architettura a Ber-
lino dove avvia nel 2000 la propria realtà 
professionale. a partire del 2001 ritorna 
a Gando per promuovere la costruzio-
ne di alcuni edifici pubblici che in breve 
tempo diventano il simbolo globalizzato 
di un nuovo approccio all’architettura.
In occasione della pubblicazione del 
nuovo Lycée Schorge a koudougou lo ab-
biamo intervistato. 
CM 
La sua carriera professionale è iniziata con 
il progetto della scuola elementare a Gan-
do, sua città natale in Burkina Faso. Per 
questo progetto nel 2004 ha vinto il premio 
Aga Khan. Si aspettava un successo così 
eclatante? 
FK
no, non mi sarei mai aspettato niente 
del genere. Sono entrato nel mondo 
dell’architettura con grande entusia-
smo, semplicemente impegnandomi 
nella creazione di una struttura che 
potesse servire alla mia comunità.
CM 
Pur vivendo a Berlino lei continua a lavo-
rare a Gando e nei suoi progetti sono evi-
denti la passione e l’amore per le sue radi-
ci. Tuttavia quando pensiamo al Burkina 
Faso e alla Germania, la prima cosa che ci 
viene in mente sono le enormi differenze. 
Vorrebbe spiegarci cosa vuol dire vivere e 
lavorare in due condizioni così distanti?
FK
È molto impegnativo. Quando si pro-
getta per il Burkina Faso, bisogna en-
trare in quel tipo di mentalità e cul-
tura per cui è normale lasciare che le 
cose crescano in modo naturale. Con-
frontare il Burkina Faso con la Ger-
mania significa comprendere la dif-
ferenza tra povertà e abbondanza; 
accettare la differenza tra una cultu-
ra talvolta impulsiva e aperta all’im-
provvisazione e una più strutturata e 
regolata. In termini progettuali e co-
struttivi il Burkina Faso è considera-
to “carente di servizi” e quindi più di-
sponibile ad adottare nuove idee per 
il bene pubblico e questo processo 
può essere una grande sfida. diver-
samente la Germania possiede già 
un’infrastruttura che definisce come 
debbano essere realizzate le cose. La 
mia è una trattativa costante per cer-
care di ideare progetti che rispondano 
a entrambe le esigenze.
CM 
Sono curioso, dove preferisce lavorare, in 
Burkina Faso o in Germania?
FK
Mi piace lavorare in entrambi i Paesi. 
ed è molto stimolante quando le 
idee dell’uno iniziano a contamina-
re l’altro.
CM 
Nei suoi progetti africani lei pone partico-
lare attenzione ai materiali da utilizzare e 
crea sempre progetti semplici da costruire 
e poco costosi. È possibile applicare lo stes-
so approccio anche nei progetti destinati 
ad altri Paesi?
FK
Il mio approccio non lo definirei sem-
plice –c’è un alto grado di comples-
sità che forse non è così evidente– 
Traduzione dall’inglese di 
alessandra Gallo per Scriptum, 
roma.
9 
il fronte esterno visto  
dalla campagna
the outer facade seen 
 from the countryside
kéré architecture
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10 
uno scorcio del fronte interno 
scandito dalle persiane colorate 
a tutt’altezza delle aule
view of the inner facade 
featuring full-height colored 
shutters
11 
scorcio del portico esterno con 
le sedute pensate come diretta 
estensione delle persiane alle 
loro spalle
view of the outer portico with 
the seats conceived as a direct 
extension of the shutters 
behind them
12 
vista dell’interno di un’aula con 
il soffitto a volte composto da un 
impasto di fibra di gesso, paglia 
e malta cementizia
view of the interior of a 
classroom with the vaulted 
ceiling composed of a 
mixture of fiber plaster, straw 
and cement-based mortar
13, 14 
viste di una torre eolica 
all’interno di un’aula didattica
view of a wind tower inside  
a classroom
15 
vista del portico esterno 
schermato dal filtro composto 
da rami di eucalipto affiancati  
in verticale
views of several zones of the 
outer portico screened by the 
filter composed of vertically 
placed eucalyptus branches
kéré architecture
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Taneya Group and Terunobu Fujimori 
Architecture
Masahito Yamamoto*
The base of our “Taneya Group”, “La Col-
lina Omihachiman”, is located on the 
eastern shore of the largest lake in Japan, 
“Lake Biwa”. The fertile plain that the 
lake built from ancient times over a long 
period of time spreads with small hills 
produced by volcanic activities of tens of 
millions of years ago and a very beauti-
ful natural scenery dotted with Satoyama 
which is place blessed with nature.
People have been living here since an-
cient times. Some local festivals have 
history of about 1200 years. During the 
Warring States Period, it was regard-
ed as a key point of Japan’s unification, 
and many Daimyo’ s were aiming for this 
place. Among them, Azuchi Castle built 
by Oda Nobunaga (1534 – 1582) who pro-
tected Christianity early, accepting Euro-
pean culture and realizing free economic 
activity was Japan’s first full-scale castle 
construction. Italian missionaries were 
much surprised. The old city of Omi-
hachiman is a castle town opened by Hi-
detsugu Toyotomi (1568 – 1595) after the 
death of Nobunaga. They are protected 
heavily by powerful persons and become 
later called Omi merchants. They built a 
unique human network nationwide and 
built the foundation of the modern Jap-
anese economy. A beautiful waterway 
leading to Lake Biwa is overlooked in the 
old city, and many tourists go out. Omi-
hachiman is blessed with nature like this 
and has a special meaning in Japan even 
in historical terms.
We, “Taneya Group”, have been engaged 
in producing and selling sweets and pas-
tries in this area since 145 years ago. The 
store which was a flagship store so far is 
in the precinct of “Himure Hachiman-
gu Shrine” and we cherished the history 
and culture of this town. We have been 
thinking that the work of our confection-
ery cannot be separated from the lives 
and activities of the whole town.
About 10 years ago, the land we got for a 
new flagship store is located at the foot 
of the hill about 20 minutes on foot from 
the Old Town. The land area is about 11.5 
hectares. Although it cannot be said that 
it is wide, it is a large enough area for the 
confectionary’s shop and factories. In 
front of you, the “Lake of the West” cho-
sen as a protecting wetland in the Ram-
sar Convention, waterway and wetlands 
spread. The scenery where hills, for-
ests and beautiful waterside, fields and 
rice fields spread is exactly the scenery 
of our-own. We thought that we should 
trade in this land, feeling a sense of uni-
ty with the local culture and history, the 
people of the town and the rich nature 
that supports the living. We thought that 
we should trade in this land, feeling a 
sense of unity with the
local culture and history, the people of 
the town and the rich nature that sup-
ports the living. And I thought that 
buildings to be newly constructed must 
express integrity and historical nature 
with everything including design, ma-
terial and construction method as well 
as its design. In the 70 years since World 
War II, Japan has developed econom-
ic growth as a top priority goal. Howev-
er, as a result, the beautiful land of Japan 
was chopped up, and many of the moun-
tains, the sea, the river and the lake suf-
fered from pollution. People are so tired 
that they cannot enjoy themselves or 
spend time with their families. Who 
asked for such a life in such a country?
We now have to rebuild our lives with 
full power. If you miss this, we will not 
be able to pass this country with confi-
dence to future children.
Since I became involved in the manage-
ment of the Taneya group, I always felt 
such impatience
As a small regional company, how can 
the business enrich the lives of local res-
idents and customers with employees. 
Can not we share all the people (stake-
holders) with the richness of being big-
ger and bigger, increasing the balance of 
deposits, that is to say the richness that 
people realize while living, other than 
the vector of economic growth? Con-
fectionery is not essential for people to 
live. That is why our business must be 
close to the lives of our customers. In the 
same way, it is necessary for agricultural 
producers who will provide confection-
ery materials too. Sweets are vegetables, 
fruits, soil and water. In other words, the 
origin of sweets is the natural itself sur-
rounding us. I believe that our business 
should express that philosophy.
Encounter with architect Mr. Terunobu 
Fujimori was a big shock to me. Mr. Fu-
jimori’s architecture seemed to me as 
natural itself. It seemed like it grew out 
of the ground from myself, not the one 
built by humans. It is not just because 
the natural materials like Mr. Fujimori 
are abundantly used, such as chestnut 
pillars, soil walls and marble. The form 
created by Mr. Fujimori is because it has 
a kind of beauty that can only be creat-
ed naturally, like a silhouette of trees 
swaying in the wind and ripples spread-
ing on the water surface. When I saw the 
sketch of “Grassed Roof” first submit-
ted by Mr. Fujimori, the building was vis-
ible on one hill. Instead of imitating a 
hill, the building itself was recaptured as 
a hill, and it reminded me of the whole 
feeling that people feel when they see 
the hills and the trees and flowers there. 
I felt my heart excited. I wanted to enter 
this building, I felt honestly that I want-
ed to spend this place where there is a 
building. Based on that one sketch, I de-
cided to leave Mr. Fujimori to all the new 
places and groups of the group. And I 
am convinced now that the decision was 
right.
In January 2015, the main shop “Grassed 
Roof” was completed. In June 2016, the 
headquarters “copper roof”, July, shops 
and cafes that bridges between “chest-
nut hundred” and the “corridor” hold-
ing the rice fields to connect them all 
have been completed. In rice field actual-
ly grow rice with
natural farming method and use it as 
a material for candy and meal. Insects, 
birds and small animals gathered in the 
rice field, and a small ecosystem was 
born. Customers who visit this place 
cheers as “Wow!” A young child runs un-
expectedly. There are reasons for doing 
so, but I think that everyone is certain-
ly feeling it is “sense of pleasure of life” 
everyone has on mind.
From the window of the headquarters 
you can see the staffs who care for rice 
fields with fun. You can see visitors walk-
ing with smiles. I thought “I would like 
to share abundance”, that was exact-
ly “sharing the feeling of life” to share. 
Looking at how people go and go with 
the space created with Mr. Fujimori, I re-
alize that. There was only Mr. Fujimori 
who is able to make this space. I am 
grateful for the fortune of being able to 
meet an architect with unique sensibili-
ty in this world.
*CEO, Taneya Co., Ltd.
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A construction waiting to become a trace
Jean-Marie Martin
“Sammontana” was the name of the 
farm located near Montelupo Fioren-
tino, where the Bagnoli family bought 
milk for their ice cream shop and cafe in 
Empoli. After World War II Renzo Bag-
noli transformed the small business into 
an industrial company, which is now a 
leader in the food sector and the larg-
est Italian-owned producer of ice cream. 
Starting in 1981 Marco Bagnoli, Renzo’s 
son, assigned Milton Glaser the task of 
designing the logo that has contributed 
to make consumers aware of the prod-
ucts of Sammontana. Marco Bagnoli 
(1949) is an unusual entrepreneur: he al-
ternates his commitments in the family 
business with work as an artist, gaining 
acclaim with his works. It is hard to cat-
egorize his art in a particular genre; he 
has shown work at the Venice Biennale, 
Documenta in Kassel, at the MADRE in 
Naples, the IVAM in Valencia, and else-
where. Given the variety of the tech-
niques he uses to make sculptures, tra-
ditionally produced in foundries, or to 
create his performances, Bagnoli need-
ed a workshop and exhibition space, 
which he initially thought about build-
ing in the park of the family villa near 
Montelupo Fiorentino. Around 2007, if I 
am not mistaken, Toti Semerano devel-
oped an initial project for a semi-under-
ground construction, the direct ancestor 
of the work seen on these pages. As time 
passed, regulatory limitations convinced 
the client and the architect to seek a dif-
ferent solution and to find a new site for 
the construction of what is now known 
as Atelier Bagnoli. Since there was a 
shed in the selected area, they decided 
to recycle it, and Semerano designed an 
enclosure, or a fragmented wall whose 
height decreases until it reaches the lev-
el of the vineyards. The wall was con-
ceived as a path designed around an 
internal courtyard, and this hypothe-
sis did not change when the architects 
and the client became aware of the lack 
of suitability of the building they were 
planning to reutilize. Thus the com-
pleted project, which benefits from the 
surrounding landscape where a wood-
ed hill rises from the plain of the vine-
yards, began to take form based on two 
decisions: the first was to give the en-
tire construction the image of a vaguely 
geometric outgrowth, to blend into the 
landscape; the other was to organize the 
volumes around a large internal space. 
This space has the role of a courtyard 
around which to array the zones for the 
various functions, from work to meet-
ings, hospitality to pleasures of life for 
those who spend time in this very par-
ticular workshop. The courtyard is pro-
tected by ta walkway that unwinds like 
a promenade between and over the vol-
umes of the construction, but only three 
sides are closed; the claddings made 
with larch boards function as backdrops 
for the works on display, and a portico 
created to the left of the entrance per-
mits this space, which now resembles 
a small square, to open up to the coun-
tryside. The internal spaces, configured 
without any indulgence, are served by 
a system of paths that lead to a view of 
the larger zone set aside to contain the 
works of art and to permit their con-
struction, thus completing the range of 
views from different levels offered by the 
sequence of outdoor connections. 
What is most striking when we observe 
the free form of the enclosure of the 
construction, approaching the entrance, 
is the progressive perception of the na-
ture of the fabric that shapes it. The way 
the surfaces have been treated forces us 
to undertake an unusual exercise that 
activates different aspects of perception. 
Looking at the construction from a dis-
tance, we see that there are arabesques 
on the walls, similar to those left by 
climbing plants on stucco when they are 
cut away at the roots. Moving closer, we 
see that these signs grip a subtle pattern 
of horizontal lines cut into the mortar. 
These vibrant surfaces oblige us to use 
the sense of touch. It is only by touch-
ing, in fact, that those approaching the 
entrance can become aware of the fact 
that the horizontal stripes are the re-
sult of the use of a construction tech-
nique that goes beyond the merely unu-
sual. The walls, in fact, have been made 
using a mixture of earth and pozzolana 
spread on a substrate of reeds that have 
then been partially burned, in an oper-
ation whose effects cannot be fully un-
derstood by the gaze alone. Just as the 
ramp that wraps the volumes and con-
nects the different levels ends at ground 
level, hinting at the underground exten-
sions the complex may have in the fu-
ture, so this very original treatment of 
the walls, crossed by an explicitly mater-
nal drop-shaped opening, gives the con-
struction made with very different ma-
terials and techniques, like those of the 
artworks of Marco Bagnoli, an appear-
ance that will find its definitive form 
only with the passing of the years. It will 
not be a stable form, however, but one 
in a state of becoming, assigned by time, 
transforming the skin by fading its pig-
ments, consuming what remains of the 
reeds, welcoming the vegetation that 
will take the place of the arabesques, 
making the place what it aspires to be: a 
trace emerging from the ground.
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Up to the Alcazaba
Marco Mulazzani 
Baza in Andalusia (founded in the 4th 
century BC with the name of Basti) is lo-
cated about a hundred kilometers from 
Granada, and like other settlements in 
the region it bears the traces of the pop-
ulations –Iberians, Visigoths, Moors, 
Castilians– that have been present in 
this territory. The structure of the his-
torical center is Moorish, with the medi-
na that wraps the Alcazaba, whose walls 
were built in multiple phases from the 
11th-12th to the 14th century, and com-
pleted in the 16th century, after the Re-
conquista, together with the conversion 
of the mosque to the east of the for-
tress into the Co-cathedral of Nuestra 
Señora Santa María de la Encarnación. 
Marred by centuries of neglect, at the 
start of the 2000s the Alcazaba complex 
was a socially and physically dilapidat-
ed, abandoned place: the summit, with 
the fragment of a monastic cloister to 
the north, partially occupied by a pub-
lic garden and partially by an expanse 
of asphalt, with an incongruous flight 
of steps; the archaeological remains –
of walls and towers– mixed with mod-
ern constructions, a “mirador” and the 
reinforced concrete skeleton of an adja-
cent construction that was never com-
pleted, at the southeast corner; a disor-
ganized system of pedestrian ascent to 
the fortress, from the south (Calle Adua-
na), from the north and northeast (Calle 
Boliche and Calle Arco de la Magdale-
na, along the side of the Co-cathedral), 
from the west (Calle Trasgrisolias) and 
from the southwest (Plaza de la Cava 
Alta). Organized in 2007 by the region-
al government of Andalusia, the inter-
national invitational design competi-
tion for the renewal of the urban space 
of the Alcazaba was won by José Luis Da-
roca Bruno and Stanislao Fierro with a 
proposal that reconfigures the jagged 
eastern border of the fortress, giving it a 
strong mineral character, through a sys-
tem of ramps and steps that go up to the 
plateau at the top, organized in a longi-
tudinal series of three plazas; on the op-
posite side, along Calle Trasgrisolias, 
a new public building –the vocational 
training center, the only completed part 
of the project– fills the void produced 
over time in the urban fabric surround-
ing the Alcazaba, while functioning as a 
joint between the spaces of the city and 
the fortress. The competition guidelines 
set aside an area for the building bor-
dered to the north by the end of the ex-
isting block, to the west by Calle Trasgri-
solias, to the south and east by the ramp 
that from Plaza de la Cava Alta led up to 
the Alcazaba. The designers responded 
to these conditions in an effective way, 
with the decision to extend the depth 
of the new building, bringing it up 
against the Alcazaba –since in that seg-
ment the fortified wall no longer exist-
ed, but simply a concrete embankment 
wall– and thus duplicating the routes of 
ascent, providing an external staircase 
that bends to lead from the lower plaza 
to the fortress, while inserting the verti-
cal access system for the various levels 
in the innermost part of the new build-
ing, in order to reach the second en-
trance, corresponding to the upper lev-
el of the fort. An initial and important 
consequence of the intervention has 
been the reorganization of the north-
ern side of the Cava Alta plaza, previous-
ly interrupted by the ramp, with a stair-
case connecting to the level of Calle 
Trasgrisolias, along which the building 
extends. Its apparently closed and com-
pact volume is actually shaped in rela-
tion to different exposures: to the west, 
along the narrow calle, it is hollowed by 
two loggias, while the southern end to-
wards the low plaza is shaped to match 
the existing frontage; to the east, on the 
fortress plaza, it emerges with just one 
level, a sort of glazed portico, conclud-
ing in a long skylight in the form of a 
parallelepiped that brings light from the 
west to the full-height cavity of the ver-
tical circulation system. Thanks to care-
ful control of natural light –supplied by 
the skylight and softened to the east by 
the large canopy of the portico– this in-
ternal space takes on surprising qual-
ities, confirming the aspects pursued 
by the architects, who from the outset 
have seen this as a place with a “pub-
lic” character. Undoubtedly this is rein-
forced by its large size, as well as by the 
arrangement of balconies and bridges 
that produce the necessary leap of per-
ceived scale of the space; and above all 
by the choice to make the longitudinal 
wall set up against the fortress out of 
pigmented concrete, in layers of slightly 
different shads, washed to obtain a rug-
ged surface that reacts to the light that 
strikes it – evoking, in an appropriate 
way, the vanished wall of limestone that 
defended this side of the historic Alca-
zaba of Baza.
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Low budget, good quality
Alfredo Zappa
Few people are capable of simplifying, 
and in recent architecture – to borrow 
from Bukowski – too many think they 
have to put on a show. The small utili-
tarian object shown on these pages dem-
onstrates that it is possible to take alter-
native paths: it is a success not “only” 
because its soberly serves its purpose, 
not “only” because its far from negligi-
ble appearance does its duty. Actually, to 
understand its genesis, we cannot avoid 
examining the long relationship that 
for over 20 years has linked the architec-
ture firm headed by Frank Barkow and 
Regine Leibinger to the Trumpf Group, 
a worldwide leader in the sector of ma-
chine tools, laser technologies and ap-
plied electronics. The architects have 
produced interesting projects that have 
transformed the main production facil-
ity of the group in Ditzinghen (about 15 
kilometers northwest of Stuttgart) into a 
veritable campus. For an in-depth look 
at the contents of that project, readers 
can find ample documentation in «Cas-
abella» no. 766. For the present, it is 
worth quickly summarizing the path of 
research that has continued to make it 
possible, through a close rapport with 
the client, for the studio Barkow Leib-
inger and the many specialized consult-
ants necessarily involved in projects of 
this type to avoid making architecture 
begin where engineering leaves off. An 
integrated path of design that from the 
master plan to the layout of the individ-
ual buildings has permitted develop-
ment of a palimpsest in line (not just in 
figurative but also in functional terms) 
with the objectives connected to organi-
zation and quality of workspaces, logis-
tics, flexibility over time, integration of 
physical plant and much more. Just as 
the choices connected with construc-
tion, structure, layout and arrangement 
of volumes have led not to the banal de-
velopment of a series of containers, but 
through the added value of architec-
ture to spaces rich in quality where (on 
any scale) the relationship with the land-
scape, the focus on natural light, the in-
triguing organization of the spaces (us-
ing staggered levels, overlooks, exposed 
staircases), the strategic deployment 
of multifunctional areas and routes, all 
combine to create places and identities.
In the light of all this, we can also see 
how the project developed for the enclo-
sures by Barkow Leibinger is not the re-
sult of an “a priori.” It takes on the role 
of mediation between architectural pro-
cess and the industrial cycle as a whole, 
managing to find innovative construc-
tive solutions that are the result of appli-
cation of the sophisticated machines and 
technologies produced by the Trumpf 
Group itself. A sort of immersive experi-
ence based on specific cases, that start-
ing from the spectacular stainless steel 
honeycomb roof developed for the main 
entrance of the headquarters in Ditz-
inghen (the result of collaboration with 
Werner Sobek), also returns in the icon-
ic facade composition of laser-cut steel 
strips, juxtaposed with the main eleva-
tions of the Trumpf Technology Center 
in Warsaw.
The building is based on a program that 
sets out to formulate a sort of prototype 
for the construction of a corporate com-
plex on a low budget, extremely ration-
alized in terms of construction (reach-
ing operative status in just 12 months), 
capable of combining the simplicity and 
compactness of the volume with a var-
iegated layout and different functional 
purposes, all enclosed in a particularly 
striking enclosure.
In keeping with the program, the interi-
ors and exteriors of the building stand 
out for the use of industrial materials, 
and the load-bearing structure is always 
left visible. The latter has the particu-
lar feature of being made in reinforced 
concrete in the area of the offices, which 
among other things contains the nucleus 
and the emergency staircase, while the 
open-plan two-story area has a structure 
based on a steel system. The construc-
tion has two levels, for over 3200 sqm of 
area. It accommodates about fifty people 
working in offices and the large show-
room that displays laser cutting machin-
ery, punching presses and other produc-
tion technologies of the group.
Inserted in an expanding production-
commerce district near the highway 
and the airport, the Technology Cent-
er makes a leap of quality with respect to 
the uniformity of the images that meet 
the gaze of those moving along its arter-
ies. It is a presence that stands out for its 
composure, augmented by the subtrac-
tion of elements. An elementary box ef-
fectively designed by the streamlining of 
the slender bands of stainless steel that 
wrap the main facades, facing north and 
south. 
In the sober poise of the building, its 
sense of introspection is also an interest-
ing factor. The volume, on the upper lev-
el, encloses an open-air garden patio (an 
intimate, elegant place for breaks and 
small company events), which acts as a 
central hinge around which to develop 
the layout. The approximately quadran-
gular plan is broken down into two large 
L-shaped units. The one to the northeast 
contains the two-story showroom, while 
the one to the southwest (organized on 
two levels) hosts the offices, conference 
rooms and cafeteria, as well as a recep-
tion area on the upper level, with a view 
of the showroom. The whole facility, 
through the well-placed transparent fea-
tures of the enclosure, the internal par-
titions and the translucent walls border-
ing the green patio, is enhanced by the 
complexity of the perspectives, pervaded 
by natural light.
The ties between the Technology Center 
in Warsaw and the experience of Barkow 
Leibinger for the Trumpf headquarters 
in Ditzinghen are clearly visible. The re-
search is not oriented towards repetitive 
adaptation of successful formal icons, 
but towards the interpretation of the val-
ues and contents of the program with re-
spect to different realities. An approach 
that beyond the experience with Trumpf 
informs all the output of the architectur-
al partnership headed by Frank Barkow 
and Regine Leibinger.
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Where coal was once mined, 
now culture is produced
Marco Biagi
Lina Bo Bardi, SESC - Fabrica da Pom-
peia, Sao Paulo 1977-86; Eduardo Souto 
de Moura and Graca Correia, Escola de 
hotelaria e turismo, Portalegre, Portu-
gal 2004-10 (see Casabella no. 798, Febru-
ary 2011); OMA, Fondazione Prada, Milan 
2008-: these are just a few of the major 
contemporary projects of regeneration 
of abandoned industrial sites that can be 
taken as ideal terms of comparison with 
which to assess the characteristics and 
qualities of the project shown here. A 
project handled by the studio directed by 
Johan Anrys and Freek Persyn, based in 
Brussels, which represents a convincing 
example of conservation and renovation 
for public activities of an important rem-
nant of the industrial past in the coal re-
gion of De Kempen, in the Belgian prov-
ince of Limburg.
The story is emblematic, and shared by 
many territories in Europe that in recent 
decades have been impacted by the ep-
ochal phenomenon of deindustrializa-
tion and the obsolescence of the Ford-
ist model of production, undergoing a 
drastic erasure of the physical traces of 
an entire landscape, often on an epic 
scale. Thanks to the discovery of coal 
deposits at the start of the 20th centu-
ry, Genk – a town in Flanders on the bor-
der with Holland and Germany – grew 
during the course of the century from 
a depressed rural village of 2000 in-
habitants to a mining and manufactur-
ing center of some importance, with a 
population of over 65,000, one third of 
which was of Italian origin. Of its three 
mines, Zwartberg, Waterschei and Win-
terslag, the third (known as “C”) was 
closed in 1986. Immediately thereafter, 
the property was acquired by the mu-
nicipal government, and a long phase 
of discussion began on possible strat-
egies of conversion of the complex to 
revive the local economy. Two master 
plans were prepared. The first, in 1991, 
entrusted to the architects of BOB 361, 
was based on absorption of the struc-
ture inside an orthogonal urban grid 
for mixed use. The second, by De Gre-
gorio & Partners, in 2004, was more for-
mally organized around the design of a 
large square around which would gravi-
tate, along with the former mine, a fire 
station, a design school and a multiplex 
cinema. In 2005, finally, the invitation-
al competition won by 51N4E led to the 
construction, mostly with EC funding, 
of the multifunctional hub now operat-
ing today, which has enlivened the lo-
cal cultural scene, attracting an average 
of 200,000 visitors per year. The struc-
ture contains a university institute for 
the arts, a business incubator, a cultur-
al center, a cinema, etc. Its facilities in-
clude: two theaters, one with a fly tower, 
the other with an experimental set-up; 
two multifunctional exhibition spac-
es; lecture halls, offices and workshops. 
The key idea in terms of composition 
and layout involves the construction 
of an artificial outdoor level raised to a 
height of five meters and bordered by an 
enclosure wall in clay-colored concrete, 
which incorporates the “T” of the exist-
ing buildings inside a rectangular podi-
um perforated by the diaphanous metal 
volumes of the two entertainment halls. 
Covered in light aluminium sheet that 
can partially be opened with shutters, 
these protrusions function as lanterns 
to bring natural light into the large base 
– corresponding to the entire construct-
ed footprint – in the moments when the 
auditoria are not in use. On the ground 
floor, the result is an underground, laby-
rinthine, compressed environment, full 
of relics and conduits that fed the old 
machinery of the mines. Here the rigor-
ous discipline of the plan makes it pos-
sible to grant unity to the scattered frag-
ments. In a dense and strictly utilitarian 
space, controlled thanks to skillful use 
of indirect or zenithal lighting, all the 
services are gathered, with the entrance 
and the foyer at the center. Staircases, 
balconies, sudden openings in the slab, 
trigger physical and visual connections 
between the lower level and the intrigu-
ing invention of the luminous acropo-
lis above. Airy and rarified, the latter is 
composed of large hollow boxes placed 
on the tray of a large panoramic terrace, 
like a checkerboard. The hypnotic pat-
tern returns in the original floor of the 
machine hall and extends outside to 
cover the deck roofs with a homogene-
ous, surprising carpet. 
Among the many merits and strong 
points of the project on which to reflect, 
we should certainly mention the balance 
it manages to establish between old and 
new, conservation and transformation, 
subtraction and inclusion, memory and 
imagination. The approach is almost a 
transposition of the typical mechanisms 
of growth and modification of the histor-
ical European city: accumulation, sed-
imentation, contamination. The chal-
lenge of rebirth is certainly the most 
complicated, but also has the greatest 
potential, as the results achieved here 
demonstrate. 
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The relief of the wind, 
the comfort of shade
Matteo Vercelloni
Lycée Schorge, financed by the Stern 
Stewart Institute of Munich, is located 
in Koudougou, the third most populous 
city of Burkina Faso, with the aim of set-
ting a new standard of scholastic excel-
lence in the region. The project set into 
the sprawl of settlements of this urban 
zone between the city and the country-
side follows its morphology, marked by 
groupings of small constructions that 
form an irregular circular central court. 
This practice is dictated by the climate; 
the inhabitable volumes, placed side by 
side, create a compact front that protects 
the courtyard, a shared gathering place 
in which to do chores, protected from 
the dust raised by the hot African wind.
From an architectural standpoint Ly-
cée Schorge is part of the research Didi-
er Francis Kéré, a native of Burkina Faso 
who now has a studio in Berlin, has con-
ducted for some time now to organ-
ize design practice in his country capa-
ble of creating low-cost buildings that 
combine contemporary awareness with 
an effort to come to terms with the cli-
mate and landscape conditions of the 
place, experimenting with local con-
struction techniques and materials in 
an innovative way. The project is com-
posed of nine modules placed side by 
side to create a circular courtyard that 
leaves one open passage, and a porti-
co zone for access to the central court. 
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The modules, all equal in terms of size 
and figure, contain seven classrooms, 
administrative offices and a dental clin-
ic. Each volume of the architectural or-
ganism is made with bricks of laterite, a 
local surface formation rich in iron and 
aluminium, which can be shaped and 
left in the sun to solidify, ensuring ex-
cellent performance in terms of ther-
mal insulation and strength. The result-
ing walls, crowned by a concrete beam, 
are topped by an undulated white ceil-
ing composed of a mixture of plaster fib-
er, straw and cement-based mortar, fea-
turing longitudinal openings to capture 
and expel the hot air from inside each 
space. The white ceiling also acts as a 
screen, reflecting the strong sunlight al-
ready screened by the colored shutters 
that set the rhythm of the internal fa-
cades. Together with the openings in 
the ceiling, each classroom is equipped 
with a wind tower that rises above the 
top of the external metal roof, to con-
tribute to natural ventilation in each 
space, while adding convincing charac-
ter to the overall architectural design. 
Also for the purpose of natural climate 
control, the project calls for a venti-
lated interspace between the undulat-
ed ceiling and the metal roof, obtained 
by means of a system of light reticular 
beams that form overhangs from the 
constructed volumes, creating a large 
zone of shade around each block. The 
corrugated steel roof is a feature that 
unifies the various blocks, which though 
they remain autonomous are also part 
of a single organism. In keeping with 
this approach, towards the outside the 
large shady zone is wrapped by a light, 
continuous screen made of eucalyptus 
branches (usually used for scaffolding 
and firewood), which like an immobile 
game of pick-up sticks on an architec-
tural scale adds character to the entire 
surface facing the flat countryside, cre-
ating a shady portico-gallery marked by 
an unusual and effective irregular verti-
cal sunscreen. The facade towards the 
courtyard, on the other hand, alternates 
the natural brick red of the laterite with 
wooden shutters in bright shades of 
green, yellow and blue, similar to the 
strong hues of local traditional dress. 
The colored panels extend vertically to 
the top of the upper beams, correspond-
ing to the exposed vaults of the undu-
lated ceiling that extends beyond the 
height of the walls in a regular rhythm. 
The facades thus have a harmonious 
cadence; at the position of the color-
ed openings formed by the sequence of 
the shutters, outdoor furnishings devel-
op that are conceived at times as a di-
rect extension, where the wooden slats 
form the seats. In other cases, there are 
cement chairs with backs composed of 
eucalyptus branches salvaged from the 
work on the external screen. To opti-
mize the use of the material transport-
ed to the site for the construction, the 
furnishings of the classrooms have also 
been made with the scrap left over from 
the making of the roof beams, and with 
local wood for the horizontal surfaces. 
The resulting work of architecture sug-
gests a sort of autonomous condition 
as a “village,” and the central courtyard 
provides a communal space on a terri-
torial level for gatherings and celebra-
tions organized by the school but also 
by the community as a whole, which can 
identify with this new, inclusive con-
struction.
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From Gando to Berlin
Camillo Magni converses 
with Francis Kéré
In many ways, Francis Kéré represents 
a new and original viewpoint on con-
temporary architecture. The big names 
who export their know-how around the 
world do not tell the whole story. There 
is also a form of design contamination 
that draws its vitality from the specificity 
of places and, at the same time, from the 
possibility of operating in contexts very 
distant from each other.  
Francis Kéré was born in Burkina Faso in 
the small village of Gando. He moved to 
Berlin to study architecture, and opened 
a studio there in 2000. Starting in 2001, 
he has returned to Gando to focus on the 
construction of several public buildings 
that have quickly become a globally rec-
ognized symbol of a new approach to ar-
chitecture. 
We interviewed the architect for the pub-
lication of the new Lycée Schorge in Kou-
dougou.
CM
Your important career as an architect be-
gan with the project of a primary school 
in your hometown Gando. In 2004 you 
won the Aga Khan prize for the project. 
Did you expect this success while you 
were working on the school? 
FK
No, I never expected anything like this. 
I entered into the world of architecture 
with a big heart, I was simply trying to 
create a structure that would serve my 
village community.
CM
Even though you live in Berlin you con-
tinue to design and work for Gando. You 
obviously love your country and you are 
very attached to your roots. When one 
thinks of Burkina Faso and Germany, the 
only thing that comes to mind are the 
huge differences. Would you mind tell-
ing us what it is like to live and work in 
this double dimensional context?
FK
It is quite challenging. When you are de-
signing for Burkina Faso, you have to put 
yourself into that mindset and culture 
where it is normal to let things devel-
op naturally or organically. To compare 
Burkina Faso with Germany is to under-
stand the difference between poverty 
and abundance. It is also a difference be-
tween a culture that is sometimes impul-
sive and open to improvisation and one 
that is more structured and regulated. In 
terms of design and building, one side 
is considered “underserved” and there-
fore more open to adapting new ideas for 
the benefit of the people. This process 
can be a big challenge for the other side 
because they already have an infrastruc-
ture that dictates how things should be 
done. It is a constant negotiation to try 
to come out with design that responds to 
both realities.
CM
I am curious to know where you prefer to 
work, in Burkina Faso or in Germany?
FK
I love working in both. It becomes excit-
ing when ideas from one side begin to 
influence the other.
CM
In your African projects you are particu-
larly careful in suggesting the materials 
to be used, and you always design pro-
jects that are simple to build and not ex-
pensive. Is possible to apply the same 
approach to projects built in other coun-
tries?
FK
I would not describe the approach as 
simple because there is a lot of complex-
ity that is perhaps not apparent. But yes, 
this approach is easily adaptable in dif-
ferent parts of Africa. It is sometimes dif-
ficult to do in the west, because there is 
already an established way of building, 
but it is still possible. It is challenging, 
but that is what architecture is all about. 
CM
Preparing for this interview, we com-
pared your work in Gando to that of Lui-
gi Snozzi in Monte Carasso. You have 
both worked in the same place for a long 
time. Has your approach to the design 
for the area changed? And if so, how?
FK
Oh wow, Luigi Snozzi is a great architect! 
I’m honored by the comparison, he is a 
pioneer in European architecture. He is 
a visionary thinker and a true master. Re-
garding my approach in Gando, I think 
it has changed for the sake of improve-
ment. Although it seems like such a sim-
ple context, it has made an impact in 
the daily lives of the people living in my 
country where architecture is considered 
a matter of government or corporate 
power. This tells me that the focus on in-
troducing new ideas is fundamental to 
inspire and motivate people to change. 
I take the task very seriously because I 
know it can be a big contribution to the 
global discussion on architecture.
CM
It is quite obvious how the world of ar-
chitecture considers your great work, 
but I am curious to know what the peo-
ple in Gando think about your architec-
ture… do they realize the quality of your 
architecture?
FK
Oh yes, they love it! For them it is some-
thing magical... most clay walls are not 
able to withstand one rainy season with-
out repair. My buildings are standing 
seemingly forever, without any mainte-
nance. They are cool inside... they look 
different but still appealing. All this is in-
spiring to them. The emotion is country-
wide, people are contacting me because 
they want their kids to study architec-
ture.
CM
You also devote a lot of time to your stu-
dents in Mendrisio. What kind of pro-
jects do you work on with them? How do 
they respond to your approach to archi-
tecture?
FK
The projects usually focus on topics in 
Africa, but these topics can also be ap-
plied to other parts of the world. Re-
cently, I worked with my students to de-
velop projects for regions in Italy that 
suffered terrible earthquakes. The stu-
dents should know that architecture can 
serve more purposes, that there is a need 
for simple but useful architecture that 
has quality.
CM
Over the last decade the attention of the 
media has shifted considerably regard-
ing the theme of design in the area of 
the Global South. Architects like your-
self, Emilio Caravatti, Anna Hering-
er, Giancarlo Mazzanti and many oth-
ers have enjoyed great visibility which 
reached its climax with the Venice Bien-
nale of 2016. What do you think of this 
development? What impact has it had 
on you? 
FK
It has reinforced the idea that architec-
ture, especially in places like the glob-
al south, has to provide more than just 
shelter. It should be a motor for develop-
ment. This encourages me to keep fight-
ing for my projects.
CM
You have been appointed to design the 
set-up of the next Serpentine Pavilion 
in London. Can you describe the pro-
ject for us?
FK
The project is inspired by ideas from Af-
rica and also nature. I describe it as a big 
canopy, like the canopy of a great tree, 
with a large hole in the center. This cre-
ates a sort of funnel that collects water, 
the most essential element for life. The 
massive wood walls of the pavilion are 
made of triangular elements stacked to-
gether, like building blocks. At night, the 
whole canopy and pavilion will shine. It 
will be like the fire in my village, which 
is the center for gathering and activity. I 
am so grateful to the Serpentine Gallery 
for the chance to work on such an exper-
imental project. Everyone on our team, 
the Serpentine Gallery, the engineers at 
AECOM, the fabricators at Stage One... 
they are the best at what they do. I want-
ed to use this opportunity to really push 
the technology. We developed a structure 
that cantilevers up to 10 meters, it is re-
ally flying!
CM
Your career is truly stunning! My compli-
ments! What are your thoughts on your 
future as an architect?
FK
I hope to keep being open and curious 
in my approach to future projects. I also 
want to retain the freedom to push the 
architecture in my village no matter what 
happens in the future. Creating healthy 
and good designs for my community is 
what has led me to where I am. It has 
helped me to realize that I have a poten-
tial to contribute something global, be-
yond my own community.
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Installing the Colosseum
Marco Mulazzani 
Colosseum. An icon is the title of the ex-
hibition installed in the northeastern 
sector of the ambulatory of the second 
order of the Roman monument, and in-
cluded in the traditional visit itinerary 
until January 2018. The intention of the 
curators of the show – Rossella Rea, Ser-
ena Romano and Riccardo Santange-
li Valenzani – was to narrate the many 
and sometimes surprising transforma-
tions undergone by the amphitheater in 
the centuries after its retirement from 
its role as the place for circenses, while at 
the same time examining the long and 
varied process of understanding of the 
Colosseum, from an example of ancient 
architecture, admired and then stud-
ied in the Early Middle Ages, to an icon 
firmly lodged in the modern collective 
imaginary. The job of displaying an as-
sortment of very different materials – 
models, drawings, photographs, paint-
ings, sculptures, archaeological relics, 
art objects, film excerpts – selected to 
stimulate the curiosity of a generic au-
dience composed of over six million vis-
itors per year, has been approached by 
Francesco Cellini and Maria Margarita 
Segarra Lagunes with a project that is as 
essential as it is effective. Starting with 
the idea of leaving the Colosseum with 
the role of the “protagonist,” they have 
made six “rooms” in the long perimeter 
gallery (over 120 meters), placed beside, 
around or in the gap between the pow-
erful pillars of the structure, but always 
permeable in the longitudinal direction 
of the itinerary – with the exception of 
the first, rotated by 90° to suitably dis-
play the spectacular model of the amphi-
theater by Carlo Lucangeli (1790-1812). 
Besides protecting the exhibits from at-
mospheric agents and guaranteeing the 
necessary levels of conservation and se-
curity, especially for the works of art, the 
rooms function as thematic-chronolog-
ical “condensers” and organize the nar-
rative in tune with the “outdoor” instal-
lations, namely the intermediate spaces, 
which contain stone relics and archi-
tectural fragments of large size, mod-
els, photographic reproductions and 
works of contemporary art. The de-
sire to lighten up – in the overall exhib-
it design – the presence of the “station 
points” has suggested their ideal forma-
tion. The neutral and almost abstract 
spaces are composed of horizontal and 
vertical planes that create cavities only 
as deep as what is necessary to contain 
the objects on display; they are painted 
in light gray on the inside (a color per-
ceived as close to white due to the light-
ing), and clad on the outside with pan-
els of marine plywood; finally, they are 
“raised” on a dual order of supports 
made of blocks of lamellar wood (use-
ful to compensate for the level shifts of 
the floor) an iron girders on which to set 
the structure of the volume. Converse-
ly, the spatial continuity of the ambula-
tory is underlined by the use of the vault 
for the screening of films, and by the 
long wall (about 20 meters) placed half-
way through the visit itinerary, where 
fragments of drawings and paintings 
are reproduced in sequence, in a com-
pendium of the themes of the various 
sections – a device imposed by the di-
minishing of the available area and per-
fected, in the definitive solution, by the 
studio Tassinari/Vetta, creators of the 
visual and graphic identity of the exhibi-
tion. The collaboration between the de-
signers of the exhibits and those of the 
graphics has also led to the configura-
tion of the entrance area, where the wall 
showing information becomes an ele-
ment of communication that faithfully 
translates the title of the show, while the 
footprint of the amphitheater is trans-
formed into a reflecting trompe-l’oeil 
whose deception is understood by vis-
itors only when they see their own re-
flections. From here – after the inevita-
ble selfie with the icon of the Colosseum 
– begins the itinerary that from the am-
phitheater of the Caesars (in the recon-
struction of Lucangeli, Luigi Maria Vala-
dier and the envois of the pensionnaires 
of the Écoles des Beaux-Arts), passing 
through medieval mirabilia, leads to ex-
amples of reutilization of the spaces of 
the Colosseum for everyday life and as a 
fortress; to the Colosseum that became 
a place of worship, later dedicated to the 
Christian martyrs, with the extraordi-
nary project of Carlo Fontana which en-
visioned the construction of a sanctuary 
with a circular plan (a project that unin-
tentionally allows us to understand how 
the dimensions of the amphitheater are 
incomparable to the scale of any other 
typology); to the Colosseum depicted by 
the artists of the Grand Tour and, final-
ly, selected as a symbol and myth of the 
20th century. It is impossible to fully de-
scribe the interweaving of narrative reg-
isters offered by the exhibition to its vis-
itors, who are “accompanied” through 
the historical sequence of real or only 
imagined events, in the same place that 
was their setting; it is nevertheless suffi-
cient, to grasp the sense and the style, to 
linger over the exhibitions of the section 
on the archaeological digs of the 1800s, 
with the finds piled on a floor of wooden 
boards, resting on a base, a capital and 
simple easels, as might have been found 
in the studio of an artist-antiquarian of 
that time. 
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Uffizi: power, invisible, dwells elsewhere
Francesco Dal Co
«This charming building adorns the city, and 
is surpassingly fit to do so. its Doric, robust, 
graceful form has been honed to the highest 
beauty by the design and industry of Giorgio 
Vasari, not without the valuable wisdom of 
Grand Duke Cosimo.» in keeping with the 
design of Cosimo and the project by Vasari, 
the makers of the construction of the Uffizi 
that transformed the heart of Florence to-
gether with its socio-political order, a cor-
ridore was built, as we can still read in Le 
bellezze della città di Fiorenza by Francesco 
bocchi (1591), «exceedingly grand, as large 
a fifty houses, with solid vaults of strong 
squared stones,» to connect «these two su-
perb Palaces, and in a quick walk, not with-
out its enjoyments, one arrives». The two 
palaces of which bocchi speaks are Palazzo 
Vecchio and Palazzo Pitti, and the corridore 
was the raised walkway set aside for the 
Duke, which connected – then as now – the 
former with the boboli Gardens, crossing 
Ponte Vecchio. 
This book has also come about in response 
to the questions raised by the problem of 
the purpose and use to assign in our time 
to that “corridor,” utilized in the past in vari-
ous and at times incongruous ways. Con-
forti, the most reliable connoisseuse of 
the architectural work of Vasari, and Funis, 
who has made precisely the corridore one 
of her themes of research, have explained 
its meaning by giving their book a structure 
that can satisfy different types of curiosities, 
be they those of readers seeking an expla-
nation for the awe inspired by the Uffizi even 
among observers less accustomed to rec-
ognizing that “the epochs owe their names 
to architecture,” as Mies van der Rohe also 
asserted, or instead those of readers deter-
mined to know and discuss the innermost 
history, the object of much attention and in-
depth study, of one of the most remarkable 
buildings of the 1500s. To achieve this, Con-
forti and Funis have rewritten the story of 
the Uffizi with lively precision. They have also 
gathered and ordered many documents, 
written from 1546 to 1828, the date shortly 
prior to the measures taken in the mid-
1800s, when the biblioteca Magliabechiana 
was expropriated and Via della ninna was 
widened, allowing the Uffizi complex to take 
on the appearance we can still admire to-
day. Funis has focused on the transcription 
of these documents of different kinds, and 
the result of her work occupies about 140 
pages. After this anthology, the reproduc-
tion of the plates of the plans of the Uffizi 
complex conserved at the národni Archiv in 
Prague are placed at the book’s conclusion. 
between the pages set aside for the essays 
and those of the transcriptions of the docu-
ments, there is a useful timeline that starting 
in 1546 sets out the phases of the construc-
tion of the Uffizi completed in 1581, as is 
usually reported. 
in 1546 demolition work began to open up 
the “Viaccia” destined to connect Piazza del-
la signoria to the Arno. Houses and shops 
were destroyed, «pigsties, the most uncom-
fortable dwellings and places no one would 
live in were we elsewhere,» wrote Vasari in 
1560 to Cosimo de’ Medici. suggesting, had 
it been necessary, that the reform launched 
by the Duke was destined to make Florence 
capable of standing up to comparison with 
what had been done or was being done in 
other capitals. by using the word elsewhere 
Vasari applied a subtle rhetorical ploy, but 
one that explains the meaning of the work 
assigned to him. The construction of the 
Uffizi, in fact, accompanied the progressive 
rise of Cosimo, second Duke of Florence, 
who “liked to show himself haughty and 
fearsome,” as benvenuto Cellini portrayed 
him in the bust now at the bargello. Cosimo 
«was very rich in possessions gained by 
means of confiscation; he promoted trade 
for his profit and the public good; he was a 
patron of the fine arts and a friend of men 
of letters,» wrote Gino Capponi in 1876 in 
his Storia della Repubblica di Firenze, «and 
he enhanced the city with public buildings; 
he almost newly founded the University of 
Pisa, and provided much to help this city and 
to overcome neglect of its territory; he con-
ducted the war against siena with his own 
money and leadership, obtaining it from the 
spanish with the political aim of adding it to 
the state of Tuscany, where he was the first 
Grand Duke.» Cosimo was granted this title 
by a bull published by Pope Pius V in 1569, 
four years after the marriage between his 
heir Francesco and the Archduchess of Aus-
tria, Joanna, niece of Charles V, represented 
«a dynastic consecration and an extraordi-
nary diplomatic coup,» which he exploited 
«to the fullest, setting up the city as the most 
magnificent of courts» (Conforti). in Flor-
ence the consolidation of Cosimo’s power, 
therefore, produced a «change of life» (Cap-
poni) that the construction of the Uffizi ac-
companied, placing a «very forceful seal» on 
the city (Conforti). 
Elsewhere, we were saying, is the key word 
found in the letter written by Vasari to Co-
simo on 5 March 1560. And it was precisely 
in what happened far from Florence, in the 
Rome of sixtus iV and then Paul iii, and in 
the stipulations contained in the Consti-
tutiones Mediolanensis Dominii issued by 
Charles V in 1540-41, Funis explains, that 
Cosimo found the models and legal foun-
dations for the law he issued in 1551 for the 
modernization of the city, which allowed him 
to build the Uffizi and triggered a complete 
revision of real estate and property values. 
Elsewhere, from the Venice of sansovino 
and the Rome of Peruzzi, Vasari, in turn, 
found the language that permitted him to 
give form to his «winning idea,» Conforti 
writes, «of identifying and conceptually sep-
arating two components of the building: a 
thick facade, paced by the tri-axial sequence 
of the portico (…) an the remaining disorder-
ly constructed aggregation» behind it. 
several months after Cosimo’s request to 
Vasari to prepare a model for the wing of the 
Uffizi set aside to contain the offices of the 
Magistrates, on 30 July 1560, we read in the 
Diario fiorentino of Agostino Lapini (1515-92), 
on one side of the “Viaccia” «construction 
began of the foundations of the rooms of the 
Magistrates.» This date marks the beginning 
of an undertaking for which Conforti has 
put the plot into order, demonstrating that 
precisely the construction of the foundation 
of the building represented the passage in 
which the traditional construction know-
how and practices, and above all the mental-
ity and the established economic interests, 
proved to be inadequate to accompany, on 
the one hand, and to contrast, on the other, 
the determination of Cosimo, given opera-
tive form in the innovations introduced by 
Vasari’s project, which in Florence made 
«the republican faith but a memory and a 
sentiment» (Capponi). Over 300 craftsmen 
were damaged by the start of the works that 
aimed at concentrating, under the vigilant 
control of the Medici administration, the 
historic institutional order on which the Flor-
entine Republic was based, the Magistrates 
and the Guilds (Arti minori), which already in 
1534 Duke Alessandro had grouped in four 
Universities. Once their resistance had been 
overcome, these glorious institutions were 
concentrated in a single complex, physi-
cally connected to the duke’s residence; 
furthermore, they were forced to cover the 
costs for the seizures and construction of 
the new headquarters assigned to them, 
initially with the responsibility for the com-
pletion of the works. but to successfully 
complete his work, Vasari, fully supported 
by Cosimo who considered buildings made 
with the traditional methods «chewed up,» 
was forced to overcome difficulties posed 
by the fragmentation of the clientele and the 
resulting divisions of the craftsmen, and by 
the lack of expertise of the master builders, 
few of whom were capable of approaching a 
design such as the one he had developed. in 
the chapter entitled Il capomastro Bernardo 
e l’architetto Giorgio, Funis tells of how 
Vasari, in the course of an episode that is 
exemplary in this regard, used all expedients 
to be able to work with one of the more reli-
able collaborators on the construction of the 
offices of the Magistrates. in 1561 the capo-
mastro bernardo di Monna Mattea was ban-
ished from all ducal worksites; in the eyes 
of the Medici administration, he was guilty 
of having made himself «chapo populo» to 
demand fair wages for the work on the foun-
dation of the Uffizi. but thanks to the pleas 
made on his behalf by the architect to Co-
simo, already in 1562 bernardo resumed his 
position. The fact that Vasari was fully aware 
of the importance of the work done by the 
master buildings for the construction of his 
design, Funis points out, is demonstrated 
by the coffer in which he portrayed four of 
his “collaborators,” including the rebellious 
bernardo, set into the ceiling of the sala de’ 
Cinquecento in Palazzo Vecchio.
in the first chapter of the book, Conforti ex-
plains that the Uffizi, as can still be observed 
today, had two very different faces: on one 
side, the representation of a complete new 
order; on the back, the remains of the pre-
vious order, an edified fabric subjected to 
continuous and random transformations. 
This two-sided complex, however, as a 
whole constituted an urban place in which 
even today it is possible to glimpse the re-
flections of a radical political and not only 
political change. The portico that wraps the 
square, with its continuous barrel vault, and 
the serial quality of the composition of the 
elevations, were the product of a design 
choice that implied the application of an 
original construction method, a work con-
ducted on continuous planes and no longer 
on portions of facades, Conforti explains, 
starting from an overall modular layout, the 
expression of a design that aimed at freeing 
the government of the city from its medieval 
order, transforming corporate institutions 
into bureaucratic apparati. These choices 
gave the Uffizi their specific monumental 
character superimposed on the existing 
city, whose fabric is disguised and hidden 
behind Vasari’s construction. but what the 
Uffizi represent is not a set design, however 
impressive, that joins the square in front 
of Palazzo Vecchio to the smaller volume 
facing the Arno, where the decorative ar-
rangement and ceremonial functions had 
the job of sanctioning the definitive rise to 
power of the Medici. Turning one’s back on 
Palazzo Vecchio, where one encounters the 
remains on Via della ninna of the church of 
san Pier scheraggio, the planned victim 
since the end of the 1200s of all the trans-
formations imposed on this portion of the 
city, one can perceive that the Uffizi have 
produced a clear cut in the center of Flor-
ence, and that their presence makes their 
own formal, functional and constructive 
conception evident, as the most eloquent 
manifestation of a shift of history that took 
place in the short span of about 20 years. 
They usher in a new era, which finds its form 
here, and is destined to erase its predeces-
sor. surgically, in the same way Cosimo set 
out to sunder the established links between 
the Piagnoni tradition and the republican 
opposition (M. Firpo), the square of the Uffizi 
is separated from Piazza della signoria; be-
tween these two albeit contiguous spaces, 
Vasari’s building inserts a forceful gap. To 
understand its impact, we can take a slight 
detour to observe two paintings by Agnolo 
bronzino, whom Vasari replaced, around 
1564, as the official painter of the Medici 
dynasty. The portraits of Cosimo il Vecchio, 
now at the Uffizi, and of Cosimo i, now at the 
Art Gallery of new south Wales in sydney, 
reveal the size of a distance, a gap as large 
as the one we perceive when entering the 
plaza of the Uffizi, leaving Palazzo Vecchio 
behind. in the portrait of the Duke, if the in-
sertion of the Medici trunk symbol allowed 
bronzino to represent Cosimo as the latest 
heir of a dynastic tradition, the refined ar-
mor bears witness to imperial majesty, quite 
different from the simple nobility gained 
through works that bronzino, like botticelli 
and Pontormo, glimpsed in the face of Co-
simo il Vecchio. Dated approximately 1545, 
the painting by bronzino therefore has the 
air of a prediction, but what is most striking 
in this and his other portraits is the gaze of 
Cosimo i, whose eyes seem to ignore what 
is close to him, bent upon gazing at distant 
scenes, in a piercing focus on the elsewhere.
This place, this elsewhere, which can be 
learnt from the book we are now recom-
mending to our readers, is that which the 
Uffizi cut out in the fabric of Florence. A 
peerless building which the corridore, built 
by Vasari at the time of the marriage of 
Francesco i, allowed to speak. Thanks to the 
raised passage, the descendants of Cosimo 
i could move freely between Palazzo Vec-
chio and Palazzo Pitti. Their life, their rituals 
and their entertainments happened in the 
shelter of this aerial path: «documents and 
sources bear witness to the domestic use of 
the corridor,» Funis writes, and Ferdinando 
i, the brother of Francesco i, «often granted 
audiences there, and enjoyed dining there, 
looking at the river and the city.» On the 
riverbank the corridore rests on arches of 
modest size, and “very solid”; as Francesco 
bocchi noted, even at its moments of high-
est force the river could not disturb them. 
These very sturdy arches, without the com-
memorative allure of the decorated facade 
of the Uffizi towards the square flanked by 
loggias for the magistrates and guilds, are 
the sturdiest foundation imaginable for the 
lighter levels of the construction, the most 
eloquent tribute to its innermost message 
and meaning: power, invisible, dwells else-
where. 
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